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❑Experimental set up UV-Excited Time-Resolved HD-VSFG Spectroscopy
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❑Positive peak 3700 assigned to free OH 

❑Negative peak 3450 assigned to hydrogen-

bonded OH group

❑The positive peak below 3200 cm-1 is not seen 

as previous report because of artifact due to 

inaccurate phase calibration.

❑Neat water surface without pump power
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3260 cm-1

❑Measure separately between 3050-3400 and 3400-3800 and 

join the same scale 

❑The positive peak at 3260 appeared when delayed the pump 

power from 0.2 ps to 100 ps, after that it disappeared. 

J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2008, 130, 39, 13033–13039

❑ The peak at 3260 could not 

contribute of the hydronium cation 

(H3O
+)



❑3260 peak is the OH from hydrated electron

❑ The intensity of the 3260

cm-1 band at the delay of 0.2 ps was 

evaluated and fitted with by fitting 

the complex χ(2) spectrum with a 

complex Lorentzian function.



❑Air/indole surface without pump power

❑Positive and broadening peak at 3600 assigned 

to weak interaction between OH group and 

indole

❑A sharp negative band at 3065 assigned to an 

aromatic CH stretch mode of indole 
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❑Surface pressure of indole 

~5 indole molecules exist within every 1 nm2
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❑Positive peak at 3430 cm-1 and negative peak at 3230 cm-1

❑Positive peak 3430 disappeared after 100 ps (short-lifetime 

transient) and negative peak 3230 cm-1 does not change after 

300 ps (long-time transient).



❑Short-life time positive peak assignment

❑Air/indole (3430 cm-1) ❑Air/water (3260 cm-1)

❑ The intensity of the 3230 cm-1 

band at the delay of 10 ps was 

evaluated.

❑ The intensity of the 3260

cm-1 band at the delay of 0.2 ps was 

evaluated and fitted with by fitting 

the complex χ(2) spectrum with a 

complex Lorentzian function.

Should be 3430 cm-1



❑Air/indole (3430 cm-1) ❑Air/water (3260 cm-1)

❑ One photon ionization of indole ❑ Two-photon ionization of water 

❑ Not only water molecules but also indole molecules that 

aligned by electron which could shift to higher frequency

❑ Only water molecules aligned by electron



❑long-life time negative peak assignment

❑Negative peak at 3230 cm-1 is assigned to OH 

band from indole cation as similar negative 

peak as CTAB interface

10.1021/ja910914g



❑Hydrated electron at gas phase, surface, and bulk water

❑Gas phase

❖ Less hydrated and strong interaction with 

water molecule with intrinsic frequency 

3320 cm-1

❑Water surface

❖ Partially hydrated and not stable (100 ps)

❑Bulk water

❖ Fully hydrated and weak interaction with 

lot of water molecules


